
HOT TUB BUYER'S GUIDE



HOW MUCH DOES A  
HOT TUB COST?
Size, material, and quality play a big role in determining the price of a 
hot tub. Fantasy Spas® hot tubs can start at just $3,399*, while some hot 
tubs in the industry retail for over $14,000.

*Pricing is determined by each 
individual dealer and may vary.



HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO 
INSTALL A HOT TUB?
Most spas need 220 volts of electricity, requiring a licensed electrician 
to set it up. The alternative is a Plug-N-Play model like a Fantasy® spa, 
which can use any standard 110 volts outlet. Simply fill it up, plug it in, 
and enjoy. 



HOW MUCH WILL IT COST EACH 
MONTH TO RUN A HOT TUB?
Monthly operating costs are determined by how energy efficient your 
spa is and the cost of energy where you operate it. All Fantasy® spas are 
fully foamed, allowing them to use less energy to warm up and maintain 
water temperature. All spas come with a thermal locking cover that 
keeps your water warm when the spa is not in use.



DO HOT TUBS COME WITH  
A WARRANTY?
Yes, most hot tubs come with a warranty, but coverage varies. Fantasy 
Spas® deliver peace of mind with a 5-year warranty on structure, shell, 
and surface, and a 1-year warranty on equipment, plumbing, and labor.



IF I MOVE, CAN I TAKE MY  
HOT TUB WITH ME?
Absolutely! All Fantasy Spas® hot tubs are lightweight and portable. 
Most weigh less than 330 lbs. and can be moved with a furniture dolly. 
Traditional acrylic spas can weigh 1,000+ lbs. without water, and are much 
more fragile, usually requiring a professional spa mover to relocate.



WHAT SIZE HOT TUB IS RIGHT  
FOR ME? SMALL OR LARGE?
Fantasy Spas® offers a variety of high quality hot tubs in different shapes 
and sizes. If you have a large family or like to entertain, a 5-7 person hot 
tub will best fit your needs. For couples or small families, a 2-3 person 
hot tub is the perfect size.



WHAT KIND OF ACCESSORIES ARE 
AVAILABLE FOR A HOT TUB?
Steps, cover lifters, and a Wi-Fi kit are just a few of the accessories 
available for your Fantasy® spa. Some Fantasy models come with a  
built-in ice bucket for drinks! Don’t worry if your chosen model doesn’t 
include an ice bucket, you can always accessorize with our Cool Step™ to 
make drink storage easy.



HOW OFTEN DO I HAVE TO 
CLEAN MY HOT TUB?
We recommend draining and refilling your hot tub about every 3 months, 
depending on how often you use it. Showering before using your hot tub 
and washing bathing suits without soap to remove any lingering detergent 
or chemicals will help prolong the life of your spa water.



DOES WINTER CLIMATE AFFECT 
MY HOT TUB?
Fantasy® spas come with a locking thermal cover and full foam insulation 
to help keep spa water hot, whatever the season*. If you don't plan to 
use your spa in the winter months, we recommend you winterize your 
spa in order to protect the jets and plumbing.

*For extreme temperatures of -40 F or colder, 
converting your hot tub to 220 volts may be required.



Visit your local dealer to learn more.

Fantasy-Spas.com


